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How to make

COLORS

Basic color schemes Introduction to Color Theory
With colors you can set a mood,
attract attention, or make a statement.
You can use color to energize,
or to cool down.
By selecting the right color scheme,
you can create an ambiance of
elegance, warmth or tranquility,
or you can convey an image of
playful youthfulness.
Color can be your most powerful
design element if you learn
to use it effectively in your creations.
When I started to create silk flowers
I had very little idea about blending
colours, It took me quite a while to
find the right information, to
understand it and only then after my
research and trial and error start applying it to my projects.
I hope that you can benefit from my hard work so that it will help you to create vivid and elegant silk flowers.
In my tutorial I will reveal to you in an easy to understand, step-by-step format how you can blend colors to create unique works of art.
The best place to start is right at the beginning, so lets...

How to make

COLORS

Primary Colours:
Colors at their basic essence; those colors
that cannot be created by mixing others.

Secondary Colors:
Those colors achieved by a mixture
of two primaries.

For example: mix two primary colors together:
red and yellow to get orange

+
Mix two primary colors together:
yellow and blue to get green

+
Mix two primary colors together:
red and blue to get purple

+
The secondary colour depends on the
proportion in which you mix the two
primaries. For example, if you add more
red than yellow, you get a reddish
orange, and if you add more yellow
than red, you get a yellowish orange.

Primary Colors
As you know, there are three primary
colors: red, blue, and yellow. They are
called primary colors because they cannot
be created by mixing other colors. Primary
colors form the basis for color theory or
color mixing, as using these three colors
it's possible to mix most other colors.

Secondary Colors

There are six tertiary colors:

Tertiary Colors:
Those colors achieved by a mixture of
primary and secondary hues.
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For example: mix one primary color and one
secondary color together: example:
red and violet to get red-violet
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Complementary Colors:
Those colors located opposite each other on a color wheel.

Complementary Colors:
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Complementary colors are any two colors
which are directly opposite each other, such as red
and green and red-violet and yellow-green.
Complementary colors bring out the best in each other.

COLOR CHART

Red

Magenta

Yellow

Blue

Green

Purple

Brown

Black

I use these base colors for all my projects
Pure white
Harmony green

Mellow yellow
Elegance crimson

Rose pink

Exotic red

Leather brown

Fantasy purple

Gloss orange

Very realistic colorations can be achieved with this method since the dyes
can be blended, giving a very natural shading to each petal and leaf.
To get the desired color on the color chart mix mentioned colors with some water.
More water will make the colours lighter, and more dye will make it darker.
Test the colour frequently on fabric cutting scraps.
Remember, experimentation and practice are the keys to successfully mastering the dyeing of petals and leaves.

TIPS FOR SILK FLOWER MAKING
Adding color
There are many different silk dyes on the market. Small
quantities of powdered dyes for fabric, such as those used for
batik or tie-dyeing, are excellent for colouring flower petals and
leaves.I use silk powder dyes. Silk powder dyes highly
concentrated and one of the best types of for silk. You can also
use inexpensive pre-mixed liquid dyes made especially for silk.
Make sure that any dye you use is made for the type of fabric
you are using (silk, cotton, linen, etc.) and that you carefully
follow the manufacturer's instructions for mixing the dye,
applying the dye, and setting the dye colors.
Mixing Dyes:
Start by putting a little water in container, then add dye,
using pipettes for liquid dyes. Pipettes will help you both
measure and prevent spillage.
I use a clean wet brush to add the powder dye. Test the color
frequently on fabric cutting scraps.
Of course, more water will make the colors lighter, and more
dye will make it darker.
A small collection of clean jars with lids is helpful to have on
hand for mixing the colors as well as for storing leftover
quantities of mixed dyes for use on later projects.

Dyeing petals and leaves
There are two basic ways to apply the dye mixture to the petal
and leaf pieces:
**To achieve vibrant, intense color, paint the dye mixture directly
onto dry petal and leaf pieces.
**To achieve softer, blended colours, paint the dye mixture
onto wet petal and leaf pieces.
Petals and leaves can be dyed either one at a time or in stacks
of two or more. If the wet petals are dyed in a stack, the color
will soften and lighten as it soak through the layers of fabric,
giving each layer a slightly different, but beautiful, shading.
Always use tweezers to separate the stacked layers of wet petals
by gently roughing the side edges of the petals.
In each of my Tutorials you can find several specific recipes for
mixing dyes for particular projects.
Finally, to get started you can choose the option which suit you best:
1st. - you can start creating silk flowers with just 3 primary colours
/red, yellow, and blue/
2st. - to make the mixing process easy you will need these colours:
Red

Magenta

Yellow

Blue

Green

Purple

Brown

Black

Personally, I use these base colors for all my projects

3rd. - you can purchase a whole palette of ready to use colours.
The “Magic liquid”:
From time to time I collect leftover of mixed dyes it in one
container. I call it “Magic liquid” To get a deep color or to make a
rustic color or to shade a part of the flower or to get colour effect
of a dry petal - I add a few drops of this “Magic liquid” in the final
color. Of course, you need to try the color on scrap of fabrics of
the flower before you apply it.

You can leave your feedback and photos of your creations on my Face Book Page:
www.facebook.com/elenasilkflower
Please keep in mind that this project is a continuing work in progress, so do check back to see
what's new:
www.silkflowerartist.com
Sincerely yours,
Elena Bain

